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The bandwidth requirements of data trac
within commercial organizations have been increasing steadily for some time both in the local area and
within private wide area networks. Workstations
are beginning to introduce multimedia applications
to the desktop that include components of voice,
video, image, and data. Such developments will
require networks of much greater bandwidth than
at present with the capability of handling multiservice trac.
The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is being developed as a high- speed networking technique
for the public network capable of supporting many
classes of trac. ATM is also well suited for applications within corporate networking: as a private
wide area network; as the campus backbone network; and as a high-speed local area network. This
article discusses ATM technology in relation to the
requirements of corporate networking. An introduction to ATM switch architecture is presented.
The various approaches to ATM switch design that
have appeared in the literature are reviewed. Finally, a discussion is presented of some of the current issues facing the development of ATM networks. It is argued that much simpler solutions to
many of these issues may be adopted in the context
of the corporate network than is permissible for the
public broadband network.

Corporate Networking

We are all aware of the continual expansion in the
capabilities of the desktop workstation. The steady
growth in the processing speed of reduced instruction set processors seems likely to continue [26].
The client/server model of networked operation
continues to gain favor in the commercial environment. Even the humble personal computer no
longer stands alone but is increasingly being networked. Already these developments are causing
the network bandwidth requirements at the desktop to exceed the shared 10 Mbits/s of most current
local area networks. Furthermore, video and multimedia applications are beginning to move from a
state of speculation and research, to active commercial consideration. Several workstation manufactures are currently integrating video capabilities into their desktop workstations. Such products
are already within striking distance of an acceptable cost. These developments will demand networks with a capacity of several orders of magnitude beyond the current shared 10 Mbits/s. In addition, multimedia applications require the ability
to handle multi-service trac in a single integrated
network. Commercial demand for local area bandwidth measured in gigabits/s is fast becoming a reality.
In the last few years the physical topology of local area networks has migrated from the ring and
the multidrop bus towards a star con guration (the
hub) even though the technology remains shared
3 IEEE Communications Magazine, Apr. 1992, p. 90{101. medium. Even at 10 Mbits/s this topology is easy <newman@adaptive.com>
ier to manage and o ers higher reliability. As the
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bandwidth requirement of the local area approaches
the gigabit/s range, switched star topologies are the
most likely to be favored in the commercial environment. The majority of desktop applications are
unlikely to require individual access much in excess
of one or two hundred Mbits/s. Shared medium
access in the gigabit/s range is likely to remain
signi cantly more expensive than access at around
100 Mbits/s for some time. Thus for commercial
applications the switched star approach with 150
Mbits/s to the desktop and an aggregate capacity
in the gigabit/s range will undoubtedly prove more
cost e ective than a gigabit/s shared medium design. This implies an approach based upon ATM
technology.
ATM is a high-speed packet switching technique
using short xed length packets called cells. Fixed
length cells simplify the design of an ATM switch
at the high switching speeds involved. The selection of a short xed length cell reduces the delay
and most signi cantly the jitter (variance of delay)
for delay sensitive services such as voice and video.
ATM thus presents a single integrated switching
mechanism capable of supporting a wide range of
trac types such as voice, video, image and various classes of data trac. ATM has been selected
as the multiplexing and switching technique for use
in the public Broadband Integrated Services Digital
Network (B-ISDN) and is receiving much standardization activity. A local area network based upon
ATM will therefore o er: high capacity networking;
the ability to handle many classes of trac; and
standardized access to broadband public network
services when B-ISDN becomes available. ATM is
a switching technique developed for the wide area
so a local area ATM network will also o er seamless
access to private wide area networking as well as to
the public broadband network. Thus high capacity multi-service local networks are more likely to
be based upon ATM than upon other proprietary
high-speed packet switching schemes.
In the literature ATM technology is almost always discussed in the context of its application to
broadband ISDN. The application of ATM technology to corporate networking (i.e. high capacity lo-
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cal area networks, campus area networks, backbone
networks, private broadband networks) results in a
rather di erent set of requirements than those of
B-ISDN. The most obvious di erence in the design
of an ATM switch for commercial applications is
that a smaller aggregate capacity is required than
that envisaged for the public B-ISDN. The initial
commercial market is likely to center on the high
capacity interconnection of existing data networking applications. So initially an aggregate switch
capacity in the region of 1 or 2 Gbits/s will probably be sucient. As high-speed workstation access
and multimedia applications gain acceptance in the
workplace, the switch design must be capable of
signi cant growth. With growth to switch capacities of 10 Gbits/s and beyond, reliability is likely
to become an issue so redundancy will be required
of the switch design. Cost per access port will be a
sensitive parameter for direct ATM access by workstations so the ability to o er various degrees of
concentration on access to the switch will be important. High-speed access ports at 600 Mbits/s
may also be required to support applications such
as high performance servers.

ATM Switch Architecture
ATM is connection oriented. All cells belong to a
pre-established virtual connection. All trac is segmented into cells for transmission across an ATM
network. The sequence integrity of all cells on a
virtual connection is preserved across each ATM
switch to simplify reconstruction of the original
trac at the destination. The ATM standard for
broadband ISDN de nes a cell of length 53 bytes
with a header of 5 bytes and a payload of 48 bytes.
The header of each cell contains a virtual channel
identi er (VCI) to identify the virtual connection
to which the cell belongs. To avoid problems of
unique global allocation these identi ers have only
local signi cance. In general, the VCI is local to
each switch port. As each cell traverses a switch,
the VCI is translated to the value assigned for the
next link in the virtual connection.
An ATM switch will handle a minimum of several
hundreds of thousands of cells per second at every
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Figure 1: General structure of an ATM switch.
switch port. Each switch port will typically support a throughput of at least 50 Mbits/s, while 150
Mbits/s and 600 Mbits/s are proposed as standard
port speeds and transmission rates for broadband
ISDN. Proposed switch sizes range from a few ports
to some thousands of ports with anything beyond
a hundred ports or so currently considered to be a
large switch.
The general structure of an ATM switch is illustrated in g. 1. All of the per cell processing
functions are performed in hardware by the input
controllers (ICs), the switch fabric, and the output controllers (OCs). The control processor is required only for higher level functions such as connection establishment and release, bandwidth allocation, maintenance, and management. All input
controllers are generally synchronized so that all
cells arrive at the switch fabric with their headers aligned. This simpli es the design of the switch
fabric and permits cells to be accepted according
to their priority. The switch fabric operates synchronously and typically, during each timeslot, one
cell may be transmitted across the switch fabric
from each input controller. The control processor
may communicate with the input and output controllers either by a direct communication path or
via cells across the switch fabric. External interfaces to the switch are generally bi-directional and
are formed by grouping an input and an output
controller together to form a port interface.
All cells have their VCI translated in the input

controllers before being submitted to the switch
fabric. This operation is performed by table lookup on the incoming VCI in a connection table. The
connection table may also contain a routing eld to
specify the output port of the switch through which
the virtual connection is routed. Other information
may be included in the table on a per connection basis such as the priority, class of service, trac type
of the connection, and so on. Some switch designs
will add this information to the front of each cell to
assist the switch fabric in making its routing and
bu ering decisions. This additional information is
removed by the output controllers. Some designs of
switch support multicast operation by replicating
multiple copies of incoming multicast cells within
the switch fabric and routing each of the copies to
its required output port. In these switch designs
VCI translation will also be required in the output
controllers to enable each of the copies of a multicast cell to exit the switch with any required value
of VCI.
In an ATM switch, cell arrivals are not scheduled.
At the switch fabric, a number of cells from different input ports may simultaneously request the
same output port. This event is referred to as output contention (or con ict) and is present in every
design of ATM switch. A single output port can
only transmit one cell at a time. Thus one cell
must be accepted for transmission and any others
simultaneously requesting that port must either be
bu ered or discarded. The location of the bu ers
has a major e ect on the overall performance of
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Figure 2: Classi cation of switch fabrics.
the switch and also a ects the complexity of the
switch fabric. If bu ers are not located at every
point where contention occurs, a contention resolution technique is required to detect contention and
direct cells that cannot immediately be handled into
the bu ers. The topology of the switch fabric, the
location of the cell bu ers, and the contention resolution mechanism are the most signi cant aspects of
an ATM switch design. Most ATM switch designs
may be characterized by considering the approach
taken in each of these three dimensions. The solutions proposed in the literature for each of these
three design dimensions will be discussed and a simple classi cation presented for each one.

The Switch Fabric
The structure of the switch fabric is the most significant component of the hardware design of an ATM
switch. It a ects the cost, performance, capacity,
growth capability, and complexity of the switch design. Many structures of switch fabric have been
suggested in the literature. Fig. 2 o ers a simple
classi cation of switch fabric design that includes
most of the proposed approaches.
Most switch fabrics are constructed from a num-

ber of fundamental switching components called
switching elements. The switch fabric of a large
switch will generally be constructed from a number of interconnected switch modules. In many designs the switch module is itself a small switch constructed from a number of switching elements. A
switching element is frequently implemented within
an integrated circuit and a switch module on one or
more circuit cards.

Time Division
In a switch fabric based upon time division all cells
ow across a single communication highway shared
in common by all input and output ports. This
communication highway may be either a shared
medium such as a ring or a bus, g. 3(a), or a
shared memory, g. 3(b). The throughput of this
single shared highway de nes the capacity of the
entire switch fabric and thus xes an upper limit
on the capacity for a particular implementation beyond which it cannot grow. Since every cell ows
across a single shared communication highway, this
class of switch fabric may easily support multicast
operation. Many switching element designs have
been proposed that use time division internally. A
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Figure 3: Time division ATM switch fabrics.
xed round-robin scheme is generally used to distribute the bandwidth of the shared medium among
the ports of the switching element.
For the construction of small switches with a capacity of up to a few gigabits/s, time division can be
a very exible technique. Access to the bandwidth
of the shared medium may be arbitrated dynamically among the switch ports on a demand basis.
This supports the ecient multiplexing of interfaces
with widely di ering access rates. Trac concentration may also be o ered to reduce the cost per
port.
Shared memory designs have been reported operating with a total capacity of up to about 5 Gbits/s.
PRELUDE from the French CNET [17] was one of
the rst ATM research projects. A number of manufacturers have developed a shared memory switching element as a single chip or a small chip set:
Hitachi [44]; Toshiba [69]; Alcatel [4]; and the European RACE collaborative research program [23].
These devices are intended to serve in switch modules within a larger switch design but they could
certainly be applied to a switch designed for the
corporate networks market.
Shared medium designs with a total capacity of
up to about 10 Gbits/s based upon a bus or ring
have also been implemented. Several manufacturers
have developed a shared medium switching element
as a single chip or a small chip set: [14, 5] from Alcatel; the ATOM switch [37] from NEC; and the Atmospheric ring switch [27] from the RACE research
program. The ATOM Switch is a large switch de-

sign using shared medium switch modules. Both
the ATOM Switch and the Alcatel designs could
be applied to a switch designed for the corporate
networks market.

Space Division
Whereas in time division a single communication
highway is shared by all input and output ports,
in space division, a plurality of paths is provided
between the input and output ports. These paths
operate concurrently so that many cells may be
transmitted across the switch fabric at the same
time. The total capacity of the switch fabric is thus
the product of the bandwidth of each path and the
number of paths that on average can transmit a
cell concurrently. The upper limit on the total capacity of the switch fabric is therefore theoretically
unlimited. In practice, however, it is restricted by
physical implementation constraints such as device
pinout, connector restrictions, and synchronization
considerations, which together limit the size of the
switch fabric.
With a plurality of paths in the switch fabric a
routing function is now required to select a path to
the appropriate output port for each cell. Either
a self-routing or a label routing technique may be
used. In the self-routing approach the switch fabric is constructed from a self-routing interconnection network. Each input controller on the switch
pre xes a routing tag to every incoming cell using
the same table look-up mechanism it uses for VCI
translation. This routing tag speci es the number
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of the output port to which the cell must be delivered. The properties of a self-routing interconnection network permit each switching element in
the switch fabric to make a very fast routing decision simply by inspecting the routing tag. Each cell
will arrive at the required destination regardless of
the switch port at which it enters. The majority of
switch designs based upon a space division switch
fabric employ a self-routing scheme.
In label routing, the VCI (label) is used to index
routing tables within the switching elements of the
switch fabric. This routing scheme does not rely on
the regular properties of the interconnection network, so any arbitrary interconnection network of
switching elements may be employed. The label
routing approach permits a simple implementation
of multicast operation but requires a large number of routing and translation tables to be maintained within the switch fabric. It is possible to
combine self-routing for point-to-point trac with
label routing for multicast trac in some switch
designs.
With the introduction of multiple cells owing
through the switch fabric concurrently we introduce
the possibility of con ict between cells requesting
the same path or the same output port. This conict is resolved by a contention resolution scheme or
by introducing cell bu ers at every point of con ict.
If contention for a link occurs inside the switch fabric it is referred to as blocking. Contention for the
output ports of the switch fabric may occur even
though the switch fabric itself is non-blocking.
Interconnection networks for a space division
switch fabric may be divided into two basic classes:
single path networks; and multiple path networks.
A single path network has a unique path through
the interconnection network between any given input and output pair. A multiple path network has
a number of di erent paths available between any
input and output.
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designs are illustrated in g. 4.
Crossbar: The term `crossbar' derives from a particular design of single path non-blocking switch
fabric developed for analog telephony. It used the
topology of g. 4(c) in which each active element,
or crosspoint, was a single electrical contact. These
days the term is often used to describe any single
path non-blocking network that has a complexity
that grows as a function of N 2 (where N is the number of input and output ports) [9]. In this sense the
topologies of g. 4(a), (b) and (c) are all crossbar
designs, di ering only in the use of a bus or disjoint
paths on the input and output ports. The fully interconnected networks of g. 4(a) and (b) are also
known as networks with N 2 disjoint paths [72].
Crossbar designs have a complexity in paths
or crosspoints that grows as a function of N 2.
Thus they do not scale well to large sizes. They
are, however, very useful for the construction of
non-blocking self-routing switching elements and
switches of modest size. A switching element with
the fully interconnected structure of g. 4(a) is described in [1]. By interleaving the distribution and
concentration stages of g. 4(a) the Christmas Tree
Switch uses less than N 2 paths [77]. The Knockout Switch [79] and [54, 12] are examples of the
structure of g. 4(b). A matrix structure with cell
bu ers in each of the crosspoints is used in the
switch designs from Fujitsu [57, 40] and in [41] from
the RACE program. The Fujitsu switch has been
designed as a large public switch but this structure
could certainly be applied to a smaller switch design.
Banyan: The banyan network, as originally dened [30], covered a large class of interconnection networks that had only a single path between
any input and any output. These days the term
`banyan' is applied to a family of self-routing networks constructed from 2 2 2 switching elements
with a single path between any input output pair,
g. 4(f). A number of speci c topologies belong to
the banyan family but all o er an equivalent perSingle Path Networks
formance for random trac. The banyan network
The single path self-routing interconnection net- has a complexity of paths and switching elements of
works most often proposed for use in ATM switch order N log N. This makes it much more suitable
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Figure 4: Single path interconnection networks.
than the crossbar structures (of order N 2) for the
construction of large switch fabrics.
Unfortunately, the banyan is a blocking network
and its performance degrades rapidly as the size of
the network increases. Also, the degree of blocking is related to the speci c combination of destination requests present in the incident trac. Thus
some instantaneous patterns of incident trac will
give rise to a much poorer performance than oth-

ers. Switches that use a banyan interconnection
network include Turner's switch [74] and [62, 70].
The performance may be improved if switching elements larger than 2 2 2 are employed. This leads
to the class of delta networks.
Delta: Delta networks, g. 4(d), are self-routing
multistage interconnection networks with a single
path between any input and output [60, 20]. While
the performance of a delta network can be signi -
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cantly better than that of the banyan network [55]
it is still a blocking network, its performance degrades as it increases in size, and it is also sensitive
to the incident trac pattern. This degradation in
the performance of delta and banyan networks may
be reduced by increasing the speed of the internal
links within the network with respect to that of the
input and output ports [58] or by introducing cell
bu ers into the switching elements [10, 19]. The
sensitivity to the trac pattern may be removed by
randomizing the ports at which the trac enters the
network. Switches that use a delta interconnection
network are reported in [43, 55, 25, 71].
Batcher-banyan: A banyan network will o er
non-blocking performance if the incoming cells are
sorted into order based upon their output port requests; all active cells are grouped together on a set
of adjacent input ports; and no output port is requested by more than a single cell at any one time.
The Batcher network, g. 4(e), can sort an arbitrary set of cells into order based upon their routing
tags and group the active cells together [6]. Thus
the combination of a Batcher and a banyan network will o er non-blocking performance if some
means is provided to prevent multiple cells requesting the same destination at the same time. (While a
number of speci c topologies belong to the general
family of banyan networks, to achieve non-blocking
operation, the speci c topology shown in g. 4(f)
is required, connected to the Batcher network with
the perfect shue connection pattern as indicated.)
While the individual 222 sorting elements of the
Batcher network are very simple to implement, a
large Batcher-banyan network is not easy to partition into integrated circuits and maintaining synchronization across the whole structure becomes increasingly dicult with size. Also, the growth of a
Batcher network is of order N(log N)2, so many
more switching stages are required in the Batcher
network than in the banyan network. The Batcherbanyan network is useful for the construction of
non-blocking switch fabrics of much greater size
than may be achieved with a crossbar design.
The Batcher-banyan interconnection network
was rst proposed in the Starlite switch design from
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ATT [34]. The construction of a 2562256 Batcherbanyan network (requiring 36 switching stages in
the Batcher network and 8 stages in the banyan network) is reported by Bellcore in [32]. It is being implemented in a set of ve chips and forms the switch
fabric of the Sunshine switch [29]. A Batcherbanyan switch fabric is also proposed in: [35, 50, 48]
from Bellcore; the NEMAWASHI switch [3] from
OKI; and also [61]. Most of the interest in the
Batcher-banyan switch fabric has come from the
research community rather than from equipment
manufacturers. It seems unnecessarily complex for
the scale of switch required in corporate network
applications.

Multiple Path Networks
Multiple path networks are used to improve the performance of a single path network or to construct
large switches from switch modules. Since multiple
paths are available between every input output pair
an algorithm is required to select one of the paths.
Augmented Banyan: Multiple paths may be introduced into a banyan or delta network by adding
extra stages of switching elements, g. 5(a). The
number of paths between each input and output
port is doubled for each extra stage added to the
banyan network. If (log2 N 0 1) stages are added
to a banyan network the Benes network results,
g. 5(b). The extra stages can be used to distribute
the trac evenly across the banyan (or delta) network, to remove the sensitivity of the network to the
incident trac pattern, and to improve the performance of the network. Switch designs that propose this approach include: Turner's switch [74]
and also [2, 55] and the MARS switch reviewed
in [51]. Turner's switch has been implemented and
could be applied to the corporate networking environment. Extra switching elements and interconnection links may also be added between the stages
of a banyan or delta network to provide redundant
paths for fault tolerance and to improve the performance [36, 78].
An alternative to using the additional stages to
distribute the trac across the input ports of the
banyan routing stage is to use all the stages as rout-
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Figure 5: Multiple path networks.
ing stages. Cells are removed from the network at
the earliest possible switch stage. Con icts between
cells requesting the same link are handled by deecting one of the cells over the wrong link and
making it recommence its routing from the resulting location. Provided there are sucient remaining switching stages in the network the cell may still
arrive at the required output. The opportunity to
remove cells can be given after every stage [16, 11],

after the rst log2N stages [76], or after each complete banyan network if multiple banyan networks
are connected in series [73].
Switch Planes in Parallel: Another approach to
introducing multiple paths into an interconnection
network is to connect multiple switch planes in parallel, g. 5(e). This approach o ers increased reliability as well as improved performance since the
loss of a complete switch plane will reduce the ca-
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pacity but not the connectivity of the network.
Switch designs that investigate this approach include: [2, 25, 29, 43, 63, 13, 55].
Clos Networks: The two-sided Clos network is
shown in g. 5(c). A Clos network constructed with
non-blocking switch modules will have m paths between each input output pair and will be strictly
non-blocking if m  2n 0 1. The Clos network can
also be constructed in the folded form 5(d). In
this case all of the interconnection links are bidirectional and cells pass through the rst stage of
the folded network in both directions. Thus the
rst stage performs the functions of both the rst
and last stages of the two-sided structure. The
Clos structure has been proposed in a number of
very large switch designs. The two-sided structure
is used in: the large switch proposals from Bellcore [50, 48]; the Generalized Knockout Switch from
ATT [21]; the NEC ATOM Switch [37]; [69] from
Toshiba; and also in [68]. Examples of switch designs using a folded structure include: [4] from Alcatel; [23] from Siemens; [24] from the RACE program; and [65]. The ATOM Switch and the Alcatel projects are implementing large switch prototypes based upon a Clos structure of intercon-

nected shared medium or shared memory switching
elements.
Recirculating Networks: Yet another approach to
providing multiple paths through an interconnection network is to recirculate cells that have failed
to reach the required output g. 5(f). Some recirculating designs require the size of the interconnection
network to be increased to accommodate the ports
required for recirculation [34, 75, 29]. Other designs
permit cells to exit from the internal stages of the
network [16, 73, 11].
Load Sharing Networks: Finally, a multiple path
network may be achieved by adding extra paths to
interconnect switching elements in the same stage
of a banyan (or delta) network while preserving the
self-routing property. This approach is investigated
in [46, 42].

Bu ering
A simple classi cation of bu ering strategies proposed for an ATM switch is given in g. 6. The most
important distinction between di erent bu ering
strategies is whether any cell queues are located
within the switch fabric (internally bu ered) or not
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(externally bu ered). Fig. 7 illustrates the major ternally bu ered with respect to its physical conexternally bu ered con gurations.
struction although it o ers the performance of an
output bu ered switch. The shared memory design permits a single bu er to be shared by many
Internal Bu ering
input and output ports. This sharing of bu ers
If cell queues are located within the switch fabric, substantially reduces the number of cell bu ers reall cells belonging to the same virtual connection quired to support a given performance [45]. This
must travel the same path across the switch fabric is a signi cant advantage if the cell bu ers are imif sequence errors are to be avoided. This implies plemented within a custom integrated circuit (i.e.
that if a multiple path switch fabric is used, a path there is limited space available for bu ers). It also
across the switch fabric must be selected for each gives a much better performance for bursty trafvirtual connection at call setup. To do this the c if the total number of cell bu ers is limited but
switch must keep a record of the estimated trac can make the support of a large number of priority
load on each link within the switch fabric and base levels across the switch fabric more dicult. Also,
its call acceptance decision on the estimated load when congestion occurs, the sharing of the bu ers
across each possible path. This will complicate the between many ports can make it more dicult to
call establishment process signi cantly for a large locate the source of the congestion by monitoring
switch. The alternative is to allow each cell to take the queue occupancy.
any path through the switch fabric and resequence
One class of internally bu ered designs locates
the cells on exit from the switch, e.g. [4]. Multicast the bu ers on the input side of every switching eloperation may be supported within the switch fab- ement. These designs generally adopt a banyan
ric of an internally bu ered switch and is greatly (or possibly delta) network for the switch fabric
simpli ed if a label routing approach is employed and are often referred to as bu ered banyan defor the multicast trac.
signs [62, 74, 75, 2, 25, 70]. In this class of design
A switch formed from a single shared memory the switching element is simple to construct but the
switch module ( g. 3(b)) may be considered as in- performance su ers from blocking within the switch
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fabric. Higher performance internally bu ered designs are obtained if a multiple path, multistage
switch fabric is employed with shared memory or
output bu ered switch modules [23, 43, 4, 37, 69].
A number of large switch designs propose this approach.

External Bu ering
External bu ering allows the cell queues to be located close to the switch ports that they serve.
Each switch port may monitor its cell queues and
perform load monitoring to support congestion control. Furthermore, each queue may easily be separated into multiple classes of service and each port
controller may implement a dynamic scheduling
policy based upon queue occupancy to best serve
the delay and loss requirements of each trac class.
The absence of cell queues within the switch fabric
eases the support of multiple levels of priority across
the switch fabric to support the di erent classes
of trac. Also, if a multiple path switch fabric is
employed, a random selection between the alternative paths may be implemented to distribute the
trac evenly across the switch fabric. Hence the
switch need not keep a record of the estimated trafc load on every internal link within the switch fabric. This considerably simpli es the call acceptance
process. Cells on the same virtual connection will
not su er sequence errors even if they take di erent paths across the switch fabric as there are no
bu ers within the switch fabric.
In an externally bu ered space switch, high bandwidth multicast operation is generally supported
with a copy fabric prior to the switch fabric, g. 8.

The copy fabric replicates the required number of
copies of each multicast cell and the switch fabric
routes them to the required output ports. A label
translation operation is necessary between the copy
fabric and the switch fabric. Copy fabric designs for
this approach to multicast operation are presented
in [74, 47, 56].

Input Bu ering
In an input bu ered switch the bandwidth between
each input port and the switch fabric, and between
the switch fabric and each output port, need only
be slightly greater than that of the port itself. This
permits the input queues to be located separately
from the switch fabric, simpli es the implementation of the switch fabric, and avoids the need
for bu ers operating at some multiple of the port
speed.
A large non-blocking switch with rst-in- rstout input bu ers, saturated with uniform random
trac, has a throughput of about 58% compared
to that of the ideal output bu ered switch [39,
33]. The performance for an input bu ered delta
or banyan network is degraded even further [55].
The performance may be improved by a technique
known as input queue bypass if access is permitted
to other cells in the input queues besides the cell
at the head of the queue [59, 66, 53]. However, this
technique complicates the implementation of the input bu ers and requires a more complex contention
resolution scheme. Examples of input bu ered
switch designs include: [35, 46, 71, 53, 3].
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Output Bu ering
In an ideal output bu ered switch every output port
must be able to accept a cell from every input port
simultaneously (or at least within a single timeslot). In anything larger than a small switch module
it is unreasonable to expect the switch fabric and
output bu ers to have sucient capacity to achieve
ideal output bu ered operation. Thus, in an output
bu ered switch of reasonable size, there is always
the possibility that more cells will request access
to a particular output port than the switch fabric
or output bu er can support. In this case the excess cells must be discarded. It is the task of the
switch designer to ensure that the cell loss probability is suciently low for all reasonable patterns of
incident trac and acceptable operating loads. An
output bu ered switch can be much more complex
than an input bu ered switch because the switch
fabric and output bu ers must e ectively operate
at a much higher speed than that of each switch
port to reduce the probability of cell loss. If each
output bu er can receive up to 8 cells within any
single timeslot, a cell loss probability of less than
1006 may be achieved for a trac load of 90% with
uniform random trac [79].
A single stage shared memory design may be considered as output bu ered from the viewpoint of its
performance. It has a single bu er shared by all
input and output ports [17, 44, 69]. A switch with
dedicated output bu ers has a separate bu er on
each output port ( g. 7(b)). Each output bu er is
shared by all input ports wishing to access that output port [79, 14, 1, 21, 12, 29, 5, 16, 73, 77]. Output bu ered switch designs based upon a matrix
interconnection network ( g. 4(c)) use crosspoint
bu ers. A separate crosspoint bu er is required for
each input output pair resulting in N 2 crosspoint
bu ers [57, 40, 41].

Input and Output Bu ering
An input and output bu ered switch combines
the two approaches of input bu ering and output
bu ering. Cell loss within the switch fabric of an
output bu ered switch due to transient trac patterns is undesirable. Therefore instead of discard-
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ing cells that cannot be handled during the current
timeslot they are retained in input bu ers. The
input bu ers need not be large to substantially reduce the probability of cell loss for reasonably random trac even at very high loads. This is an
approach favored by a number of large switch designs [50, 63, 13, 61, 48, 55, 11].

Recirculation Bu ering
In this approach, output port contention is handled
by recirculating those cells that cannot be output
during the current timeslot back to the input ports
via a set of recirculation bu ers g. 7(d). It o ers
the performance of an output bu ered switch but
will discard cells in the switch fabric if more cells require recirculation during a particular timeslot than
the number of recirculation ports. Recirculation
may cause out of sequence errors between cells in
the same virtual connection unless steps are taken
to prevent it. Recirculation bu ering has been suggested in the Starlite switch [34] and in the Shueout design [16]. Also, the Sunshine [29] and Tandem
Banyan [73] switch designs combine recirculation
bu ering with output bu ering.

Contention Resolution
Contention occurs when two or more cells compete
for a single resource such as an internal link or an
output port. A simple classi cation of contention
resolution schemes is given in g. 9. In an internally bu ered switch, contention is handled by placing bu ers at the point of contention. In an externally bu ered switch a contention resolution mechanism is required. Three basic actions can be taken
once contention is detected in an externally bu ered
switch: backpressure; de ection; and loss. Input
bu ered switch designs typically use backpressure
from the point of contention to the input bu ers.
Pure output bu ered designs use a loss mechanism
where cells that cannot be handled are discarded
at the point of contention. Switch designs based
upon recirculation use both de ection and loss. A
de ection mechanism will route the cells that lose
contention over a path other than the shortest path
to the requested destination. This path may either
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Figure 9: Classi cation of contention resolution mechanisms.
be a recirculation path or an alternative path in the
forward direction from the point of contention.
The decision as to which cells to accept and which
to reject is made by an arbiter. The arbitration
decision may be based upon cell priority, upon a
timestamp within the cell, or it may be random.
The arbiter may be centralized and implemented
externally to the switch fabric, or distributed and
implemented internally within each switching component that forms the switch fabric. Most arbiter
designs give a simple accept or reject decision in
response to cell transmission requests. However,
in [53] the arbiter schedules each request and replies
with the delay before the next free timeslot to each
requested output port.
Three basic arbitration mechanisms have been
proposed: ring reservation; sort and arbitrate; and
route and arbitrate. In ring reservation the input
ports are interconnected via a ring which is used
to request access to the output ports. Switches
that use a ring reservation arbitration mechanism
include: [8, 22, 48]; while a logical ring within a
centralized external arbitration device is presented
in [13].
For switches that employ a sorting mechanism
in the switch fabric, all cells requesting the same
output port will appear adjacent to each other after sorting. Thus an arbitration mechanism may be

implemented by comparing the destination requests
of each cell to those of its neighbors on exit from the
sorting network. Switch designs that include a sort
and arbitrate mechanism include: [3, 53] which use
an external arbitration mechanism; [35, 61] which
use an internal probe and acknowledgement approach; and [34, 29] which use de ection via recirculation.
In the route and arbitrate approach cells are
routed through the switch fabric and arbiters detect contention at the point of con ict. Switch designs that include a route and arbitrate mechanism
include: [46, 63, 71, 55] which use an internal acknowledgement; [76, 16, 11, 73] which use de ection; and [79, 21, 12, 77] which use a pure loss approach.

ATM Networking Issues
Recent advances in technology have enabled the implementation of packet switching in hardware, at
high speed, to realize the ATM switch. While the
design and implementation of an ATM switch is far
from trivial it is no longer shrouded in mystery. Sufcient research and experimental prototypes have
been reported in the literature to assure us of the
feasibility of constructing an ATM switch. However, the networking of ATM switches is not as well
understood and much current research is now di-
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rected at the problem of ATM networking.
The majority of the issues that remain to be
solved in ATM networking concern the application
of ATM technology to the public broadband network, B-ISDN. The application of ATM technology
to the private networking environment presents networking issues that permit much simpler solutions
than is possible in the public domain. The private
networking environment is much less hostile than
that of the public network. We can assume that
terminals connected to the network will cooperate
with the network | that requests to throttle back
will not be ignored and that trac shaping parameters may be applied at the source. Also, in the
private domain, system administration under the
control of a single entity is available for network
management with monitoring and control of longterm parameters.

Trac Characterization
A virtual connection in broadband ISDN is a contract between the network and the customer to deliver trac of speci ed statistical characteristics to
the destination with a speci ed grade of service.
The need for such a contract between customer
and network is a natural result of o ering a public service. The speci cation of the trac characteristics permits the preventive congestion control
techniques of admission control and bandwidth allocation to be applied to each virtual connection.
However, for many classes of trac the speci cation
of the trac characteristics and the required grade
of service is a dicult problem and is a subject of
current research [67]. Most current data trac is
extremely variable [49] and will become increasingly
so at higher speeds. This makes it dicult to characterize with a small set of simple parameters [28].
The majority of current data networks operate on
a very di erent model of the relationship between
host and network. The network is a resource shared
by all. In the local area, bandwidth is assumed to be
plentiful and excess bandwidth may be traded for
simple control mechanisms. Best e ort delivery is
o ered by the network and simple mechanisms are
available to detect and recover from congestion, e.g.
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the slow-start enhancement to TCP/IP [38]. None
but the simplest assumptions are made about the
trac from any particular source and no estimation
of trac characteristics is expected of the user.
A private ATM network may employ this model
of operation to o er a basic high-speed data communication service if a simple reactive congestion
control mechanism is implemented in the local area.
No guarantee is given by the network for the basic data service and the network does not expect
sources to declare their trac characteristics in order to use this service. Other classes of trac that
impose more stringent loss and delay requirements
may be carried at a higher priority using simple approximations of their trac characteristics for admission control and bandwidth allocation [31]. Any
bandwidth not consumed by higher priority trac
is dynamically available to the basic data communication service.

Congestion Control
The preventive congestion control techniques of admission control and bandwidth allocation must be
applied to virtual connections that require a guarantee of service from the network. However, a basic high-speed data communication service may be
o ered, at least in the local area, with only a simple reactive congestion control scheme. A forward
congestion noti cation scheme has been proposed
for B-ISDN and investigated in [52]. If a small
amount of additional bandwidth is available a backward congestion noti cation scheme is very e ective
over a distance of up to a few tens of kilometers.
Both schemes require a trac source to throttle
back when the network indicates that it is experiencing congestion. In a private network it is acceptable to assume that trac sources will comply
with such requests from the network. In a public
network no such assumption can be made although
the network may ensure that a source will receive
better overall service if it does comply with such
requests.
Reactive congestion control allows a local area
or campus area ATM network to survive periods
of high utilization without loss of trac. Reactive
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control of local data trac also permits a limited
amount of wide area data trac to transit the local area without loss if it is carried at higher priority. For higher levels of wide area data trac,
packet discard may be employed on the trunk interfaces. Packet discard alleviates congestion on
outbound trunks by discarding complete packets
or bursts of packets on the basic data communication service. Each packet typically consists of at
least several cells. So discarding entire packets is
preferable to the random loss of cells that would
otherwise result in a much larger number of packets being corrupted. Detection of packet loss may
be used to trigger higher layer reactive congestion
control mechanisms [38]. To implement packet discard the outbound trunk interface must be able to
recognize the beginning and end of packets. This
implies it must know the adaptation layer protocol
in use on each data connection which is acceptable
in a private network. Packet discard is not acceptable in a public B-ISDN network as the adaptation
layer is an end to end matter and is not visible to
the switch at the ATM layer.

Source Policing
In the public broadband network the contract between the customer and the network needs to be
enforced on each virtual connection to protect the
network and to avoid interference with other trafc. This function is known as bandwidth enforcement, source policing, or usage parameter control.
It ensures that the agreed trac parameters are not
violated by the customer on access to the network.
Various simple mechanisms are available to perform
this function but trac with a high degree of variability can be dicult to enforce accurately [64].
This is particularly so for trac arriving with random queueing delay variations or for the enforcement of statistical parameters such as average rate
or burst length.
Source policing is less critical in a private network. Local area data trac using the basic
data communication service need not be subject to
source policing at all if reactive congestion control
is implemented. For other classes of trac and for
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wide area trac, sources of approved design may
implement trac shaping. This permits an upper
bound on the statistical parameters of the source to
be accurately established directly at the source according to the requirements of the network. The
trac shaping function may be implemented together with the adaptation layer hardware support
and the rate control mechanism for reactive congestion control. Thus the source policing function on
the access ports of a private network is a tool of
network management to protect against faulty terminals and intentional abuse rather than a precise
per connection trac management function.

Accounting and Interworking
Accounting and interworking are issues facing the
introduction of the public broadband ISDN [15, 28].
Charging on a per cell basis for each virtual connection would seem to introduce additional and unnecessary complexity to the user-network interface.
Charging on the basis of negotiated trac parameters is likely to be insucient for very bursty trafc sources such as the majority of interactive data
applications. Detailed accounting is generally not
required in private networks.
Compatibility of new broadband services is required with existing services and customer premises
equipment. This forms a much greater challenge for
public networks than for private networks. Equipment in the private domain is amortized more
rapidly so there is less of a requirement to interwork with aging technology. Also, useful services
may be delivered by ATM technology in the private
domain without requiring universal and immediate
interworking with all existing telecommunications
equipment.

Multipoint Connections
Data networking in the local area has developed
from the capabilities of the shared medium LAN.
A corporate ATM network must interwork with existing LANs, bridges, routers, and protocol suites.
One of the essential characteristics of a LAN, employed in many current protocols and network applications, is the ability to broadcast or multicast to
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a group of stations in the local environment. This
capability must be supported by an ATM network
in the local area.
A limited implementation could be achieved with
a multicast server in each ATM switch but a much
more ecient approach is to support multicast operation directly within the switch. A multicast
group can be formed with a point-to-multipoint
connection from each group member to all other
members of the group. However, this approach consumes a large number of VCIs and incurs a great
deal of administrative overhead when members are
added to and deleted from the group. A more direct approach is to support a multicast group with
a single many-to-many connection. Many-to-many
connections require cell to packet reassembly at
the destination capable of handling interleaved cells
from di erent sources arriving on the same multipoint virtual channel.
Multipoint connections are awaiting further
study for the public B-ISDN. Many issues such as
accounting, signaling, and trac management require study before multipoint capabilities may be
introduced into the public network. Simple manyto-many connections for the basic data service may
be introduced into a private network without great
diculty, especially if the majority of such connections remain within the campus or metropolitan
area.

Conclusion
ATM switches designed for corporate networks will
very soon become available. The initial commercial application will be a high capacity backbone to
relieve the bandwidth bottleneck that is beginning
to constrain current solutions. Today's data networking services will use tomorrow's bandwidth to
remove congestion, o er high-speed data services,
and eliminate many of the current problems of managing large data networks. Within the campus or
local area, the physical structure of the network will
no longer constrain the communication bandwidth
available. Corporate wide area ATM networks will
soon arise as local ATM sites are interconnected via
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leased lines. Given sucient bandwidth this will
erode the distinction between the local area network and the wide area network from the user's
perspective. The ATM LAN will expand to include
remote sites participating in network applications
as though they were locally connected, ultimately
limited only by the speed of light.
The emergence of ATM networks in the commercial environment will stimulate the development of
new communication services. Multimedia applications are an obvious candidate, as is high-speed
data networking, but advanced services as yet unknown will be enabled by the introduction of ATM
technology. The availability of such applications
will encourage direct ATM connection to the workstation. So ATM switch designs for corporate networks must have the ability to grow to a large number of ports and the cost per connection must fall
to permit the direct attachment of individual workstations.
The majority of existing ATM switch prototypes constructed by the leading telecommunication equipment manufacturers are based upon a
time division switch module. Each design has developed a chip set in 0.8 m CMOS or BiCMOS
technology to implement the switch module. These
switch modules are interconnected in a Clos structure to achieve a large internally bu ered switch. A
time division switch module can be very exible as
it may also be designed for use as an access multiplexer and a trac concentrator. One manufacturer
has chosen a space division matrix structure with
crosspoint bu ers for the basic switch module. A
switch designed for a campus network application
has selected a bu ered banyan approach. The construction of a large Batcher-banyan switch is also
currently under investigation. Most of the other designs reported in the literature tend more towards
research investigations rather than manufacturing
prototypes. While there is much research value in
investigating new self-routing space division structures, it appears that the safe money is behind internally bu ered switch modules | at least with
current implementation and interconnection technology.
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However, the ATM switch prototypes from the
telecommunication manufacturers have been designed to satisfy the requirements of the public
broadband ISDN. There are a number of signi cant
di erences between broadband ISDN and the application of ATM technology to the corporate network
environment. In the corporate network, ATM technology must interwork with current LANs, bridges,
routers, and protocols. Existing data trac sources
are not going to declare their trac characteristics
before submitting trac to the network. Nor have
appropriate simple trac descriptors, or algorithms
to compute the e ective bandwidth, yet been dened. A simple reactive congestion control scheme
with reasonably large bu ers will allow an ATM
network to o er a campus-wide high-speed data service with the characteristics of a LAN. The support
of multicast groups will assist existing protocols to
operate over an ATM LAN. Wide area connectivity can employ trac shaping at the source and
employ packet discard on outbound trunks to alleviate congestion. A substantial number of classes
of priority within the switch will be helpful as the
network matures to support new classes of loss and
delay sensitive trac.
An ATM switch is of no use if there are no products with ATM interfaces. An ATM network interface chip is required for high-speed data applications with properties similar to today's LAN controllers. This device must perform the adaptation
layer functions of packet to cell segmentation and
reassembly to o er a packet level interface to the
host. It would be very useful if the device also
supported rate control, for the congestion control
scheme, and trac shaping to improve wide area
network performance and to allow the accurate definition of worst case trac characteristics.
The use of large bu ers and queue monitoring
for reactive congestion control, with multiple queue
priorities and a exible queue service algorithm,
suggests that an externally bu ered switch may be
more appropriate for corporate networking applications. Internally bu ered designs tend to have
a limited bu er space and place greater reliance
upon the preventive congestion control mechanisms
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of accurate trac characterization, source policing, call admission, and bandwidth allocation. External bu ering also permits trac to be evenly
distributed across a multiple path switch fabric
without knowledge of the trac characteristics and
without requiring resequencing. However, the design of the switch itself is not the most critical issue in the successful application of ATM technology to the corporate network. Cost per port, capacity, growth capability, and the range of existing products for which ATM interfaces are o ered
will of course play their part. But the solution of
the ATM networking issues, and the support that
the switch and the network interface provide to implement these solutions, will have a critical impact
upon the success of any o ering in the corporate
ATM networks market.
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